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Abstract
The World Wide Web is a rich source of information and it 
continues to expand in size and complexity. Because of the volume 
and intricacy of the web content, retrieving of the required web 
page on the web, efficiently and effectively has become a challenge 
for the search Engines. This paper attempts to detail the techniques 
adopted by the search engines like Page Ranking and HITS for 
determining the relevance ranking of the web content pertinent to 
the given query along with the issues encountered by them. Further 
new techniques like personalized search, real time search and 
mobile search introduced by popular search engines like Google 
to improve the relevance ranking so as to achieve a quality search 
have also been discussed at length.
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I. Introduction
As the Web grew, search engines and Web directories were created 
to track pages on the Web and allow people to find things. The 
first full-text Web search engine was WebCrawler in 1994. Before 
WebCrawler, only Web page titles were searched. Another early 
search engine, Lycos, was created in 1993 as a university project, 
and was the first to achieve commercial success. During the 
late 1990s, both Web directories and Web search engines were 
popular—Yahoo! (founded 1994) and AltaVista (founded 1995) 
were the respective industry leaders. By August 2001, the directory 
model had begun to give way to search engines, tracking the rise 
of Google (founded 1998), which had developed new approaches 
to relevancy ranking. Directory features, while still commonly 
available, became after-thoughts to search engines.
Database size, which had been a significant marketing feature 
through the early 2000s, was similarly displaced by emphasis on 
relevancy ranking, the methods by which search engines attempt 
to sort the best results first. Relevancy ranking first became a major 
issue circa 1996, when it became apparent that it was impractical to 
review full lists of results. Consequently, algorithms for relevancy 
ranking have continuously improved. Google’s PageRank method 
for ordering the results has received the most press, but all major 
search engines continually refine their ranking methodologies 
with a view toward improving the ordering of results
To a search engine, relevance means more than just finding web 
pages with the given terms. To be “relevant” is to be apt or suitable 
to the requirements of the information seeker. Relevance ranking 
is an attempt to measure how closely a web page or entry fits 
the possible search terms. Search tools that display results in a 
relevance ranking order place their “best match,” an entry with the 
highest relevance ranking on the top of the list, instead of using 
an alphabetical, date modified, or other more concrete sorting 
method. 
Relevance rankings could be created simply by using counts of 
how often a search term is used on the page in question. Some 
algorithms give more weight to those terms if they are in the title 
section of the page or if they are emphasized in any way such as 

being used as a section heading, or in a different font style than 
the rest of the page. Even the position of the word on the page 
may come into play. Examining any embedded metadata also 
takes place in many systems. Another trend in relevance ranking 
systems for web pages is the use of information about what other 
pages link to the page being examined. What terms are being used 
to point to the page in question can also be used to determine 
how other sources see how relevant a page is to a search term. 
Some search engines, such as Google, use a recursive formula 
based on how popular the linking page is to help determine the 
relevance of the linked page. As the relevance ranking is created 
automatically from information in the page, this leads to the ability 
to artificially inflate the relevance ranking the page would get, by 
placing terms either in the metadata section of the web page’s code, 
or throughout the page. Early on in the World Wide Web’s history, 
unscrupulous web masters would add many lines of unrelated 
text to the bottoms of their pages to increase the number of hits 
they would receive. There are many different algorithms that are 
in place that attempt to prevent artificial inflation of a page’s 
relevance ranking. The other side to that is that some Internet 
search engines have a policy of allowing companies to purchase 
the top positions in their listings. In both cases there is skewing 
of the results lists in favor of someone’s financial gain, instead 
of helping the information gatherer.

II. Relevance Ranking Algorithms
Generally, the Relevance Ranking Algorithms for web search can 
be classified into two categories:

A. Content-Based Web Analysis Algorithms
Content-based analysis algorithms analyze the actual HTML 
content of a Web page to get the relevance information about 
the page itself. For example, with the help of document indexing 
techniques, keywords or phrases can be extracted from the body 
text of a Web page to determine whether the page is relevant to a 
specified domain. Another common way is to compare Web pages 
to Standard Documents which are already known to be relevant 
to the target domain.

B. Link-Based Web Analysis Algorithms
Two of the most popular link-based Web analysis algorithms are 
PageRank and HITS [Hyperlink Induced Topic Search]. The year 
1998 was an important year for Web link analysis and Web search. 
Both the PageRank and the HITS algorithms were reported in that 
year. HITS was presented by Jon Kleinberg in January, 1998 at the 
Ninth Annual ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms. 
PageRank was presented by Sergey Brin and Larry Page at the 
Seventh International World Wide Web Conference (WWW7) in 
April, 1998. Based on the algorithm, they built the search engine 
Google. The main ideas of PageRank and HITS are quite similar. 
Since that year,  PageRank has emerged as the dominant link 
analysis model for Web  search, partly due to its query-independent 
evaluation of Web pages and its ability to combat spamming, and 
partly due to Google’s business success. 
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1.  Page Rank
The PageRank algorithm is the most popular method to rank / weight 
websites. The central idea behind PageRank was introduction of 
a factor which was only generated from the linking structure. 
Neither the content nor the URL plays a role (such parameters are 
called off-page factors). Moreover, there is no difference between 
internal and external links. PageRank can be understood as the 
importance of a website. The ranking algorithm is a function of 
on- and off-page factors. On-page factors are for example the title, 
description, headings and plain text. An off-page factor apart from 
PageRank is the anchor text (of incoming links).
According to Sergey Brin and Lawrence (Larry) Page, Co-
founders of Google, the PR of a webpage is calculated using this 
formula [9]:
PR (A) = (1 - d) + d * SUM ((PR (I->A)/C(I))
Where:

PR (A) is the PageRank of your page A. • 
d is the damping factor, usually set to 0.85. • 
PR (I->A) is the PageRank of page I containing a link to • 
page A. 
C (I) is the number of links off page I. • 
PR (I->A)/C (I) is a PR-value page A receives from page I. • 
SUM (PR (I->A)/C (I)) is the sum of all PR-values page A • 
receives from pages with links to page A.

In other words: The PR of a page is determined by the PR of 
every page I that has a link to page A. For every page I that points 
to page A, the PR of page I is divided by the number of links 
from page I. These values are cumulated and multiplied by 0.85. 
Finally 0.15 is added to this result, and this number represents 
the PR of page A. 

Example
In this example [8] an imaginary Google database has been used 
containing only four (4) pages that all have an initial PR value of 
1 (the above formula needs an assumed start PR value for every 
page). These four pages have the link structure as shown in the 
fig 1. In practice Google calculates the PageRank for billions of 
pages. 

Fig. 1: Four Pages Having Link Structure

To determine the PR for pages A to D the formula has to be 
executed several times. For every calculation the PR results of the 
previous calculation are used. The final PageRanks of all the four 
pages computed after 20 iterations are shown in fig. 2 below:

Fig. 2: Calculated PR for Every Page

In this calculation 20 iterations were made and a damping factor 
of 0.85 was assumed.

2. HITS 
In the HITS algorithm, the first step is to retrieve the most relevant 
pages to the search query. This set is called the root set and can be 
obtained by taking the top n pages returned by a text-based search 
algorithm. A base set is generated by augmenting the root set with 
all the web pages that are linked from it and some of the pages that 
link to it. The web pages in the base set and all hyperlinks among 
those pages form a focused subgraph. The HITS computation is 
performed only on this focused subgraph. According to Kleinberg 
the reason for constructing a base set is to ensure that most (or 
many) of the strongest authorities are included.
Authority and hub values are defined in terms of one another in 
a mutual recursion. An authority value is computed as the sum 
of the scaled hub values that point to that page. A hub value is 
the sum of the scaled authority values of the pages it points to. 
Some implementations also consider the relevance of the linked 
pages.
The algorithm performs a series of iterations, each consisting of 
two basic steps:

Authority Update
Update each node’s Authority score to be equal to the sum of 
the Hub Scores of each node that points to it. That is, a node is 
given a high authority score by being linked to by pages that are 
recognized as Hubs for information.

Hub Update
Update each node’s Hub Score to be equal to the sum of 
the Authority Scores of each node that it points to. That is, a node 
is given a high hub score by linking to nodes that are considered 
to be authorities on the subject.

Fig. 3: HITS Algorithm Showing Hub and Authorities
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The Hub score and Authority score for a node is calculated with 
the following algorithm:

Start with each node having a hub score and authority score 1. 
of 1.
Run the Authority Update Rule• 
Run the Hub Update Rule• 
Normalize the values by dividing each Hub score by square • 
root of the sum of the squares of all Hub scores, and dividing 
each Authority score by square root of the sum of the squares 
of all Authority scores.

2.    Repeat from the second step as necessary.
The main steps in HITS are [6]:• 
Send query to a text based IR system and obtain the root • 
set.
Expand the root set by radius one to obtain an expanded • 
graph.
Run power iterations on the hub and authority scores • 
together.
Report top ranking authorities and hubs.• 
The entire process is generally called topic distillation.• 

3. Page Rank Vs HITS: A Comparison 
HITS, like PageRank, are an iterative algorithm based on 
the linkage of the documents on the web. However it does have 
some major differences:

It is query dependent, that is, the (Hubs and Authority) scores • 
resulting from the link analysis are influenced by the search 
terms.
As a corollary, it is executed at query time, not at indexing • 
time, with the associated hit on performance that accompanies 
query-time processing.
It is not commonly used by search engines. (Though a similar • 
algorithm was said to be used by Teoma, which was acquired 
by Ask.com.)
It computes two scores per document, hub and authority, as • 
opposed to a single score;
It is processed on a small subset of ‘relevant’ documents (a • 
‘focused subgraph’ or base set), not all documents as was the 
case with PageRank

III. Issues  in Web Crawl/Search
One major challenge of web search always has been the diversity 
and rapid growth of web data, which makes recollecting data in 
an appropriate time span really difficult. An additional challenge 
to crawling adds the link structure of the web, since it isn’t fully 
connected not everything can be found, like the hidden web for 
example. Another challenge is that because of the diversity of the 
web crawlers must be tolerant to a lot of different kind of errors. 
Therefore crawling is a very hard problem to solve [2].

A. Some Pages are Not Fetched
Some pages typically display some kind of web server or web 
application error message and no other content.
Pages that belong to this category include:

Pages with error messages and no other content on the • 
page.
Pages with non-working redirects and no other content on • 
the page.
Completely blank pages.• 
Pages with malware warnings, such as “Warning – visiting • 
this web site may harm your computer!”
Pages with certificate acceptance requests.• 

The most common types of errors encountered in web crawler 
are:
• 401 - Unauthorized
• 403 - Forbidden
• 404 - Not Found
• 500 - Internal Error
• 503 - Service Unavailable

B. Misspelled and Mistyped Queries of Surfers
The relevance algorithm is supposed to rate the web content on 
user intent, not necessarily on exactly how the query has been 
spelled or typed by the user. There is a major challenge in keyword 
search due to the volume of the web text and its lack of quality 
like incompleteness, noise or falsehoods. With the help of rule-
based and machine learning methods, it is possible to discover 
unknown entities. Sometimes due to the incompleteness of some 
information many different sources have to be considered. This 
may lead to contradictory data and of course one can never rule 
out misspellings, typographical errors or abbreviations. All these 
things have to be regarded during entity normalization and that 
makes it a real challenge.

C. Web Spams
Web spam is the term for web pages that are designed by webmasters 
to trick search engines and draw users to their websites. Relevance 
Algorithms have to be designed to take care of Web Spams.

IV. Modern Trends in Relevance Ranking

A. Social search Approach:
Google introduced a new social search feature in its search. If 
a user thinks that a search result matches his expectations, he 
can give a positive rating, if it does n’t, he can give a negative 
rating and the result vanishes from the search results. Another 
feature is to add comments to the search results. The rating and 
the comments can then be seen by other users and they might get 
improved search results. 

B. Social Bookmarking Services
Social bookmarking service is an online service which allows users 
to add, describe, edit and share bookmarks of web documents. 
Unlike in browsers where bookmarks are mainly organized within 
folders, social bookmarking services allow you to organize your 
bookmarks by tagging. This will firstly enable users to flexible 
organize their bookmarks and secondly this will lead to shared 
vocabularies known as folksonomies which can help to improve 
results of search engines [2].

C. Social Bookmarking and Web Search 
Social bookmarking services calculate the popularity of a Web 
page by the total number of times it has been bookmarked [1]. This 
is similar to the Page Rank algorithm except that bookmarking 
services allow users who otherwise aren’t able to create web pages 
to “vote” for pages. Another advantage of these services it that to 
organize their bookmarks users have to tag their bookmarks with 
relevant labels which will lead to a description of the contents and 
characteristics of the site. Since many users add tags for themselves 
it is easy to extract trustworthy information if the most common 
tags are taken to represent a page.
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D. Collaboratively Generated Content (CGC) 
Collaboratively or user generated content became a very important 
part in the Web 2.0 and therefore is also very important for 
information seeking. But collaboratively generated content is 
different from traditional content in many factors like style, 
quality and authorship. Furthermore CGC changes continuously 
and therefore other techniques for searching are required.

E. Personalized Search 
Personalized Search is a major topic in the search engine 
development. In many cases the search query a user sends to the 
search engine is ambiguous and the results may contain unwanted 
documents. It is possible to avoid such unnecessary results if the 
search engine has access to a personal profile of the user. This 
profile represents the interests of the user and they are used to 
filter the search results. There are two ways to do such filtering, 
on the one hand the server has the profile and filters the result 
itself and delivers the results to the client, on the other hand it is 
possible that the client applies the filter and the search engine has 
no idea of the user at all. Both methods have their own advantages 
and disadvantages. If the client does the filtering the transmitted 
data amount is much higher, if the server does the filtering the 
user must provide a user profile and there is no way to tell if the 
privacy of the users data is provided or not. 

F. Real Time Search 
In 2010 Google, Microsoft and Yahoo released real-time search 
engines [3-4]. Some experts opine that real time search is everything 
from status updates on Facebook to news articles and blog entries 
while some are of the opinion that only microblogging is real time 
search. Tweets on Twitter, status updates on Facebook or pictures 
taken and minutes later published for everyone to see on the web 
is real time search for them. On the other hand Stefan Weitz, 
director of Microsoft’s Bing search engine says, that what’s real 
time is depends on the user. Sometimes even information a few 
hours ago or even a week may be real time enough. 

G. Mobile Search
 Many different studies show that the relevance of mobile devices 
for browsing and searching the web is growing very fast. One of 
the major differences between mobile and desktop searching is 
that on mobile devices you have a lot more different contexts. 
The most important context is the location. The location can be a 
great source of information. It is amazing what advantage it is for 
a search system to have access to the two values, longitude and 
latitude. With this information a search query can be improved 
significantly. Location of user may be significant for certain search 
queries.

V. Conclusion
During last few years’ significant improvement in the search 
techniques has been achieved by the leading search engines. Some 
of new techniques adopted work very well and others need some 
improvements. The big search providers especially Google has 
adapted very quickly to the changing world of search engines and 
has evolved as the leader. 
New services and tools are being introduced at regular time spans 
and search results are getting better and better. As the content of 
the web keeps changing, new technologies have to be invented 
to keep up with the ongoing information growth. 
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